linkage disequilibrium (LD) of this region was substantially stronger than for other 102 regions ( Fig. 1C and fig. S4 ), consistent with the previous reports of enhanced LD on 103 sex chromosomes in other species(18). To further validate this region as an SDR, six 104 randomly-selected SNPs were sequenced in 24 males and 24 females using PCR and 105
Sanger sequencing, revealing a high correlation between the SNPs and sexes ( fig. S5) . 106 One SNP for PCR validation matched amplification products in 70.83% males with 107 no product in all females (Fig. 1D) . Using 19,164 SDR-associated SNPs, 97 males 108 and 265 females were completely clustered into two distinct groups, and the 109 remaining 183 sequenced ginkgo individuals with unknown sex information were 110 classified into the two sex clusters, i.e., 75 males and 108 females (Fig. 1E) . 111
Four male and five female accessions of ginkgo were resequenced at higher 112 sequencing depth (~30×). Mapping the reads back to the reference genome continued 113 to support the SDR (figs. S6 and S7). Males and females showed similar mapping 114 depth (~32×) at both ends of the SDR (S1: 380.00-381.46 Mb and S3: 383.52-384.60 115 Mb) ( Fig. 2A) . The mapping depth in the middle of SDR (S2: 381.46-383.52 Mb) for 116 males was ~17× ( Fig. 2A) , which was about half of that of females in S2 and also of 117 males at the whole-genome level, indicating a higher divergence between males in S2. 118
We observed notably higher SNP polymorphism in the S1 and S3 regions in males 119
(97 males and 265 females) (Fig. 2B) , and substantially higher heterozygosity (P = 120 5.84×10 -66 ) in the S1 and S3 regions in the specimens subjected to deeper 121 resequencing (~30×, four males and five females) (Fig. 2C) . A ubiquitous feature of 122 species with heteromorphic sex chromosomes (e.g. males with an X and a Y 123 chromosome, females with two X chromosomes, as observed in mammals and fruit 124 flies), is the presence of only one X chromosome in the male(1). Contrasting male and 125 female, the copy number of S2 was one in males and two in females (Fig. 2D) . The 126 copy number of flanking regions (including S1 and S3) were two in both sexes (19) . 127
Collectively, we provide multiple lines of evidence of a classic XX/XY 128 sex-determination system in ginkgo in which males harbor one allele (X) identical to 129 the female alleles and one differentiated allele (Y; manifested by substantial 130 divergence in SDR S2). 131
The origin of dioecy and sex chromosomes in ginkgo was inferred based on the three 132 SDRs (S1, S2 and S3). We anticipated the highest difference between X and Y allelesin S2 because only the X allele could be assembled and reads from the Y allele could 134 not be mapped back to this region. For S1 and S3, we had genotype data of both X 135 and Y alleles, thus we calculated the pair-wise distances between four males and five 136 females and estimated the divergence times of S1 and S3 to be 14.18 (11.04-16.64) 137 million years ago (MYA) and 9.44 (4.48-11.42) MYA, respectively (table S4) Table 1 and table S5) , 156 among which five genes (Gb_15883, Gb_15884, Gb_15885, Gb_15886, and 157 Gb_28587) were functionally annotated to be related to floral meristem development 158 and sex determination. Gb_15883 and Gb_15884 were homologs of response 159 regulators 12 and 2 (RR12 and RR2), proteins which respond to cytokinins and have 160 been reported to be involved in the sex determination of kiwifruits (24). Gb_15885 161 was a homolog of early flowering 6 (ELF6), a H3K4 demethylases gene which 162 regulates flowering time (25, 26). Gb_15886 was similar to Brassinosteroid-related 163 AcylTransferase1 (AtBAT1) which regulates sex determination in maize (27).
family which specifies sex organ identity during development (28). 166
To further determine the candidate sex-determination genes in ginkgo, we sequenced 167 32 transcriptomes from two tissues (cones and leaves, Fig. 3B ) at various 168 developmental stages in each of three males and females (table S6) and leaves between male and female individuals (P-value < 0.001; fig. S8a, b) . Of 172 these 249 were uniquely expressed, specifically expressed genes (SEGs), in either 173 male or female cones ( fig. S9 and table S7 ), while only two SEGs were found in 174 leaves. Then, we focused on 5,774 genes which showed differential gene expression 175 only in cones ( fig. S8c) . Five DEGs were located in the SDR, of which Gb_15886 176 was exclusively expressed in female cones (Fig. 3C) . To identify genes of S2 Y allele, 177
we de novo assembled and contrasted the transcriptomes of males and females. This 178 effort revealed five transcripts with significant divergence from the S2 X allele (~20% 179 identity) which can be considered candidate Y allele-derived gene products. ). These genes (Gb_15886, Gb_28585 and Gb_30343) were 185 hubs, genes with the most connections with other genes in the network (Fig. 3D) , 186 further strengthening the identified SDR. Regulatory variants (SNPs) can also 187 influence gene expression and provide a proxy of gene function (30). 188
We phased the X and Y haplotypes using the SNPs, resulting in 12,425, 2,067 and 189 4,672 SNPs phased in the S1, S2 and S3 with the average interval distances of 83 bp, 190 988 bp and 303 bp, respectively ( fig. S11 and table S9 ). Of these 19,164 phased SNPs, 191 17,533 were located in the intergenic regions and 1,361 in introns (Fig. 3A) . Only 270 192
SNPs in 11 (out of 16) genes were located in the protein-coding exons.
Gb_15885 and 193
Gb_15884 specifically expressed Y allele genotypes, while the others nine genes 194 expressed the X-allele or both X and Y alleles (Fig. 3E and Table 1 
